
Live Lounge
Lesson 3



Learning Objectives

 I will be able to understand popular music 

melody writing

 I will begin writing my own lyrics to use in a 

mashup over an existing piece

 I will be able to assess my own, and others’ 

performance effectively



Popular Music Lyrics

 Lyrics in popular music tend to be easily relatable, 

and cover subjects that many people can 

understand.

 Topics include being in love (or describing 

friendship/family), being heartbroken, work/school 

issues, and general observations about life. 



Lyrics

 In the space below, list some themes that you would like 
to write about. The lyrics should be classroom 
appropriate.

 When you write your ideas below, use them to start 
writing a verse that will eventually go over the top of  a 
popular song.

 (Think of  yourself  as if  you are going to be a featured 
artist on a track you already know!) You might wish to 
make it fit with the topics that your chosen song already 
covers. Try singing your verse while you play the 
original.



Originals vs Cover Songs

 Compare the original and cover versions of  these 

pieces, describing the changes in timbre, 

instrumentation, and dynamics.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykU5UIG2fmo

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_HN50TLuaI&

list=PLcIHqCJED7cval3xQA6cRsx_LoekXqsJl&index

=4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykU5UIG2fmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_HN50TLuaI&list=PLcIHqCJED7cval3xQA6cRsx_LoekXqsJl&index=4


Non-Practical Task

 Create an album cover for an album of  your choice. 

Make sure you include the following information:

➢ The name of  the album

➢ A short section of  text about the artist(s)

➢ A list of  songs on the album

➢ Some form of  picture or design for the cover itself



Mid-Unit Self  Assessment

 Do you think your musical knowledge has improved during 
this unit? Give an example of  something you didn’t know at 
the beginning: 

 Do you understand the common chord progressions in 
popular music? 

 Do you feel that you are able to remember from lesson to 
lesson, what you have been learning? 

 In the practical tasks, do you feel that you can successfully 
complete the pieces? 

 In the practical tasks, do you feel that you can play the chords 
confidently? 


